Banham underlined (if in passing) that the publication of Charles Eames' work in the magazine was in fact "the most crucial factor"^in its wide acknowledgment and reputation. This comment highlights the responsibility journals have in the dissemination of architectural culture and raises questions about the contribution of the magazine in creating a seemingly unselfconscious and socially-concerned California architecture. Arts and Architecture used visual representation to subtly engineer what was a largely symbiotic relationship of architecture with the mechanisms of production and consumption. By exploring its pioneering attention to advertising imagery, I will argue that what was new about Arts and Architecture i visual approach was a unique svTithesis of modernist aesthetics and the demands of a rising consumerisma consumerism that also served to undermine the rigid dichotomy between "culture" and "finance." When lohn Entenza bought California Arts and Architecture m 1938, the magazine was an eclectic publication catering to the wealthy upper-middle class. Neoclassical or ranch-style "residences" were shown alongside modernist works by architects like the European immigrants Rudolf Schindler and Richard Neutra. Both buildings and interiors conveyed a preoccupation with "good taste," if not "good manners": a calendar of society events appeared alongside architectural and other professional announcements. Entenza became the magazine's editor in 1940 and immediately began a series of radical changes. The disappearance of the word California from the tide clearly emphasized this new, international approach. Entenza also eliminated such regular columns such as The Poet's Corner as well as articles on antiques, cooking and gardening. He focused the magazine's content and brought both a new rigour and a new openness, while preserving its broader cultural engagement.
As historians have shown,'' Arts and Architecture did not focus strictly on the traditional architectural profession but challenged its limits by offering a new "interdisciplinary" approach. A typical issue would contain architectural projects, texts or interviews by artists and architects, furniture, textiles and ceramics. While maintaining the magazine's previous attention to craftoriented work, Entenza and his team of advisors introduced startlingly bold typography and high quality photographs. The outcome of this new, visuallyoriented work had such an impact that, according to Esther McCoy, it inspired the founding of a school of graphic design in Los Angeles. The magazine's covers (see illus. 1) revealed an interest in visual experimentation drawn from "abstract" art and design as vt^ell as from the graphics of other "avant-garde" architectural magazines in Europe. Also evident were Arts and Architecture's social concerns: the primary question posed by Entenza in the post-war years was how architecture could contribute to the creation of a new and better world. His own editorial section, entitled Notes in Passing, rarely discussed design. Rather, it concentrated on matters of professional responsibility or of social or political relevance; "There is in this whole political climate a littleness, a localness, a meanness ...and while we have little chance at finding any man who can contain within himself the greatness of all men, we can ... fight again for the great validities upon which we have built our democratic system."* In addition. Arts and Architecture, unlike other "Good-Life Modernism" journals,-'' did not shy away from theory or from expressing its collaborators' political views. Despite the increasing threat of Cold War ideology, the magazine was not afraid to appear radical. This is shown not only by Entenza's own editorials but by the presence of articles by such thinkers and artists as Dore Ashton, Mies van der Rohe, Piet Mondrian, and Jackson Pollock. Despite this, the ideological distinction between Arts and Architecture and other "Good-Life Modernism" journals could be challenged on the basis that all the journals were involved in the same nexus of cultural and financial institutions. The difference, however, was the unique way in which Arts and Architecture attemptedprimarily at the level of visual formto criticize and engage rather than contend these institutions' forces.
In Arts and Architecture, perhaps for the first time in American architecture, there was a subtle and primarily visual convergence between the projects shown and the advertisements. This convergence united the aesthetics of a largely European modernism with those of a local consumer culture. The successful development of an almost seamless flow of information created in turn a unified and homogeneous "style" for the magazine, which ultimately worked well both for the architecture shown and for manufacturers' goals.
This synthesis seems to have developed gradually. This is illustrated by contrasting the seminal and graphically outstanding issue on Prefabrication (July 1944) where architecture and advertising were clearly still held very much apart, with some later ones following the Case Study Program.
Put together by Charles and Ray Eames, Buckminster Fuller, Eero
Saarinen and Herbert Matter, the Prefabrication issue contained an explicit "manifesto" on the future of architecture and standardized housing. The textposing the apparently simple question of "what is a house?"-was illustrated with human anatomical drawings, appliances like the telephone and the toaster, a military assembly line, as well as a strange collage showing sections of different machines linked together with what seem like reels from a movie camera (see illus. 2). These images were meant to suggest the authors' vision of the post-war house, a vision that was above all "scientific." The architect was now an "architect-engineer"* and the future house was to be "a good family machine." This issue's overwhelming message, quite characteristic of post-war euphoria, was that mechanization not only won the war but would continue to improve American lives. This idealized and fully mechanical new world was also seen as providing the means to individuality. Prefabrication did not necessarily mean a dumb and anonymous box; it could also create flexibility at minimal cost, as comparisons with the automobile tried to demonstrate. Equally significant, the Prefabrication issue illustrated the beginnings of a point of transition from the highly disciplined pre-war spending ethos to an ideology of new prosperity. Richard Neutra wrote in 1945 that, "the experiments we cautiously carried on in a decade of scarcity, bear fruit within an abundance of jobs and an atmosphere receptive to progressiveness."'' Although this "progressiveness" was linked not only to consumer goods but also to single-family home ownership, the contents of the polemical Prefabrication issue were interspersed among voluminous advertisements for diverse, exciting building materials. The latter offered new, efficient and "effortless" ways to build. Apart from the fact that these advertisements were important to sustain the magazine financially, they also indicated that its otherwise overtly Utopian vision was allied with industry and a consumer culture right from the start.
Despite this, the ideologically and graphically radical pronouncements made by architects were still clearly divorced from those of the commercial world. While the authors' short "manifesto" was not accompanied by any concrete architectural images* (as if to show that the real prefabricated house does not yet exist), the surrounding advertisements proclaimed its arrival. In contrast to the visionary content and graphics of the text, which indeed suggested that the technology developed during the war would now be made available in the home, the advertisements showed drawings, models, and photographs which were visually unimaginative and modest in ambition. As if to counter the shock of the text, the advertisements insisted on a formal ( if not technological) "continuity" with the past and with American vernacular ways of building. With the occasional exception of large, "modern" expanses of glass, this "new house" (see illus. 3) bore a striking resemblance to the generic balloon-frame construction of pitched roofs, porches and beveled siding.^' Six months after the Prefabrication issue, Arts and Architecture announced the Case Study Program. Entenza conceived of this program, now considered one of the most significant events in American architecture, as a way to introduce imaginative solutions for mass housing. The brief given to the eight architects initially chosen (Neutra, Davidson, Spaulding, and Wurster from the older generation and Saarinen, Eames, Wilson and Rapson from the younger one), was to design standardized prototypes. These prototypes, which would remain open to the public for some time after their completion, were to probe the same question of "what is a house?" by challenging existing conventions, materials and techniques.
The Case Study Program also initiated new ideas about advertising.
The lanuary 1945 issue presented a clear, if gradual, shift toward closer BARKER BROS.
Illus-3 Advertisement for "House of Tomorrow" brand of prefabricated houses {Arts and Architecture. July 1944)-" We read on page 33 that, "The architect of the prefabricated house must be 1) the student of human behavior, 2) the scienti,st, 3) the economist, 4) the industrial engineer." ' Richard Neutra, "Case Study House #6," Arts and Architecture^October 1945. 8 The one exception to this is a small collage of "transportable" trailer homes under the heading "Emergency." indicating their intended use during the war. ' At the same time these advertisements also convey some of the qualities advocated in the "manifesto" text of their products. For example, according to its advertisement text, the "Texas Pre-fabricated House" will be made "from jig tables and conveyer lines in much the same manner as automobiles." It indicates that the house will be completely prefabricated, and that it can be assembled by two men in two hours.^T hough isolated instances of this practice exist in issues of the magazine under its previous title ( exchange between the featured articles and product illustrations. Besides publishing an inventory list of the materials and fittings of each Case Study House, each individually advertised product was also explicitly "merit specified" by a named architect.'" These products ranged from the structural components of the mass-produced house to such "menial" or "low" items as fans, blankets (see illus. 4) and even kitchen appliances. Besides specific advertisements that used the Case Study Program as a (textual) caption to their own images, advertisements began to appear where the products were shown next to plans, axonometrics or other material drawn directly from the magazine's presentations of architectural work. Significantly, these innovative architectural schemes, and Eames, was also featured along with a variety of industrial brands (see illus. 7). In addition, the same full-page photograph of the Entenza interior, appeared a few pages earlier as the background for Frank Brothers' carpets and custom draperies.
In three last instances the project plans and perspectives for Case Study Houses No. 1 by Davidson, No. 3 On the perspective drawing of Case Study No. 3, under the two large bathroom fixtures, we read: "Sponsored by Arts and Architecture Magazine." Ironically, it would seem more likely that Case Plumbing Fixtures (see illus. 6) sponsored Case Study No. 3. Here, the banal "mass" product was no longer held apart as a "repressed other"" of "high" culture butat least at a visual levelcompeted with it on equal terms. Through this, architecture itself seemed to have merged back with "everyday life."
The symbiosis between a consumer culture and architectural design was neither solely an American phenomenon, nor entirely without precedent.
At the beginning of the century, the theorists of the German Werkbund strove above all for "the visual control of the marketplace."'-For the Werkbimd mem- bers, Peter Behrens' work for AEG in Germany was most outstanding in trying "to raise the level of public taste" by altering the appearance of industrial goods. While Behrens designed promotional catalogues for AEG (where he would usually also design the typography), Behrens realized that "a motor must look like a birthday present." The public's attraction to an industrial product hinged as much on visual form as on functional qualities.'Î n a different vein, Adolf Loos and Le Corbusier were also aware of advertising's effect on their own work.'-* In both Loos' Das Aiuiere of the early 1900s and in L'Esprit Nouveau of the 1920s, the magazine that Le Corbusier edited with Amedee Ozenfant, the projects and texts were complemented by (very few) carefully designed advertisements. In Loos' case, many of the advertisements illustrated men's fashion, while both magazines showed products of the architects' own clients, such as Gohiinnn and Salatsch of Vienna or the French Voisin car factory. '5 What was different about Arfs ami Architecture s presentations ot the mid-1940s was above all its more positive attitude towards consumption.
Earlier, L'Esprit Nouveau had presented purposely sparse and minimal advertising images. In contrast, the advertisements in Arf5 and Architecture were part of the social agenda of "good-life modernism": they celebrated the products shown and emphasized the pleasure of consumable goods. If pre-war advertising was used to raise morale and maintain consumer demand, the government's goal later became the conversion from a war economy to a domestic one. This was an end towards which architecture could play a major role.
Architectural journals could help to render new products and techniques desirable to a market needing slow introduction to "modern" goods. In this sense, the journals were happy to forge alliances with manufacturers, who were just as eager to have outlets for showcasing their products. To quote Entenza from the introduction to the Case Study Program, this was an effort to "assist in giving direction to the creative thinking on housing being done by good architects and good manufacturers whose joint objective is good housing.""' Apart from the specific advertisements accompanying the Case Study designs, we can see a similar concern for clean and striking graphics for the majority of other presentations featured in Art5 and Architecture. To understand the novelty of this complete and dynamic approach to visual representation, we can compare it with advertisements that appeared in rival magazines and that very often showed work by the same architects. For example, advertisements shown in House Beautiful, edited by Elizabeth Gordon, placed the same emphasis on leisure, health and cleanliness as Arts and Architecture's material. But in House Beautiful (which frequently used the same advertising images as House and Garden), the advertisements betrayed nostalgia and sentimentality absent from images shown in Arfs and Architecture.
Whereas the brightly colored advertising drawings in House Beautiful portrayed "ideal" homes, the homes in Arfs and Architecture were not fantasy images but projects about to be realized. The products were made more "real" by being showcased within the architecture. In this sense, the journal i JISP pi. September, 1950] successfully combined the material reality of architecture with the advertising industry's mechanisms of endless desire. More specifically 'trade' journals like the Architectural Forum or American Builder differed from Arts and Architecture in that they consistently kept their advertising sections clearly separate and graphically distinct from their main architectural material.
Arts and Architecture engaged the spatial project of architecture and the commercial one of industry in an outstandingly close, mimetic play of similarity and difference. At least for a short time, the "economic" became charged with an aesthetic dimension while exchange between the two was fluid and multi-directional. At the same time, this was an ambivalent "acceptance" of the commercial world, not least because it hinged on pure need. For example, although the Case Study projects were initially to be sponsored almost entirely by the magazine, they ended up by necessity largely supported by the manufacturers. And if in the beginning Arts and Architecture thought it would have control over the entire process of their production, the Case Study architects would very soon have to work with real clients instead of solely for the magazine.
By 1949 we see this shift manifested in a new series of "announcements" that betrays a less enthusiastic visual connection with the products.
Using photographs of "merit-specified" objects, or a Case Study under construction, the names of manufacturers were simply listed alongside the project. Adjacent to this was a short description of Arfs The results will be provocative to many, and for all we know, might be one of the small steps toward the development of a building idiom for our time." ' What had begun as an ambitious social agenda uniting technology, modern design and new commodities to create lives of leisure and plenty had, by the early 1950s, begun to reveal the modesty and compromises of a postwar market driven more by profit than by Utopian innovation. Moreover, perhaps precisely because the Case Study Program never succeeded in its prototypical goals, companies slowly lost the ambition to associate their brand goods with what remained highly individualistic architectural schemes.
